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Macro Polo
The absence of meaningful negative market responses to debt ceiling dramas, Japanese
inflation targeting, trillion dollar coins, and other odd and dubious politically-oriented market
meddling seems to be sending reflexive signals back to capitals: all clear, continue selfdestructing.
The markets seem not to care, knowing that central banks have their back. Money creation can
suspend nominal economic contraction and ensure rising financial markets until something,
(anything!), might stir the public’s imagination again and animal spirits. But while money can
suspend animation, it is not and cannot replace real economic functioning. In fact, ongoing
money creation is locking-in negative real economic growth and real returns in most financial
assets. We think the best strategy for discretionary investors is to stay focused on the growing
monetary mountain across the valley, and to not look down.
This piece seeks to place the current investment environment in economic, political and social
perspective. The second Chukker may break new ground for many.
Bowl In: Taking the Field
In spite of mostly zero-bound global interest rates, economies are stagnating because
producers, consumers and investors are unwilling or unable to borrow in quantities significant
enough to generate real growth. Widespread credit distribution has stalled because positive
real economic growth and unlevered ROIs are simply unavailable. Political leaders and
monetary authorities seem reluctant to take the hint, continuing to conjure unconventional
initiatives that retard the natural tendency towards sovereign insolvencies and bank asset
deterioration. We, the non-government, non-bank factors of production and investors, may
only watch.
The two largest balance sheets in the world belong to governments and banking systems. Most
are aware of the significant size of sovereign debts being racked up by many of the world’s
largest economies; however, few are willing to acknowledge
the enormity of their assets. Government assets of advanced
economies are priceless, really. They include land, taxing
authority, generally compliant populations, militaries, and
significant goodwill. If there were such a thing as government
shareholder equity, it would be quite large among most
established nations. Even Greece could sell assets to pay
down its debts and have resources left over.
But there are two major problems for governments of indebted advance economies: 1) they
have mismatched funding – while their assets are theoretically priceless and perpetual, their
liabilities are not and their debt service is not covered by their income streams (taxes); 2) their
shareholders and greatest resource – we, the people – provide the income. And it is our equity.
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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Management – let’s call it the political dimension – made shareholders very happy over most of
the last forty years by issuing massive amounts of shares (money). We exchanged our shares
back and forth, quicker and quicker, bidding up the capital base of our countries in terms of
those shares. At some point, share issuance overwhelmed new capital formation. Rather than
stop issuing new shares, or even buying them back, management issued ever more to us. When
we revolted in 2000, management convinced us to let them create even more shares. The value
of our housing rose. When we revolted again in 2008, management again convinced us to dilute
our equity further (“the alternative would have been catastrophic!”).
We think this parable captures the reality of the situation fairly accurately, except for one very
significant thing: governments do not issue money, banking systems do, and so we have not
been bailing ourselves out. Banking systems have been bailing out themselves with shareholder
equity and the effect has been to transfer wealth from shareholders to banking systems.
We think the silent priority of bailing out banking systems with Other People’s Capital should
accelerate further in 2013 given: 1) the still extreme risk of bank asset deterioration from public
debt servicing constraints and; 2) the extreme concentration of global deposits held in
Systemically Important Financial Institutions (SIFIs), as well as the risk of systemic contagion
resulting from just one SIFI derivative-generated event.1
Exhibit A is the noticeable loss of pretense among global monetary policy makers and market
observers that unprecedented bank reserve creation (QE) is directly stimulative, and yet it
remains in full force. The rationalization sold to politicians and the public seems to be that delevering banks will ultimately lead to a new round of credit expansion, which in turn would
create nominal economic expansion. This idea is not without merit. It is reasonable to expect
nominal output growth stemming from asset and price inflation. But is this sufficient?
No. Lost in the equation is wealth. Not wealth as in “wealthy” but wealth as in purchasing
power and resources. The combination of abstract money, political economics (the art of backtesting juicy rationalizations), and emerging resource-rich economies with the temerity to be
aspirational has created a global economic environment in which measuring wealth is quite a
challenge. The fundamental question facing anyone with excess purchasing power today is:
how am I supposed to store wealth or increase it if I can’t define it?
First Chukker – Thoroughly Modern Money
Modern money is the third rail of economics, a notional concept, a derivative, an abstraction
with no definable future purchasing power. So let’s briefly define it. Money, per se, is base
money (M0), which may only be created by central banks. It is comprised of physical currencies
in circulation and bank reserves held on deposit at central banks. Base money did not increase
much from 1971 to 2008, although other monetary aggregates such as M1, M2 and M3, did.
These aggregates are comprised of credit-currencies created by banks, not central banks. Loans
1

Please refer to IMF Working Paper; “Systemic Risk from Global Financial Derivatives: A Network Analysis of Contagion and Its
Mitigation with Super-Spreader Tax;” Sheri M. Markose; 2012; http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2012/wp12282.pdf
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and deposits are conjured simultaneously at banks and become unreserved electronic currency
that floats through the economy as credits and debits, used for wages, consumption, capital
spending, and even savings. Simply, banks create unreserved credit (i.e., a short in base
money), which is generally and erroneously perceived as base money. The base money short
must eventually be covered by central banks. This “fractionally-reserved” global monetary
system is analogous to the Treasury bond market in that “when-issued money” (i.e., M1, M2,
and M3) trades in the economy before it is ultimately issued (as M0). In this case long before.
So, should we count our bank deposits as wealth? Presently,
there are nowhere near enough bank reserves to cover bank
deposits (deposits are unreserved by over 7:1). There is no
need to fear bank runs, however. Were every depositor in
the world to suddenly demand his or her money, central
banks would easily create it with a few keystrokes.
As for banks, credit-currency creation levers their balance
sheets while injections of central bank base money, in the
form of QE bank reserve creation, de-levers them. It is an easy leverage/de-leverage model. For
everyone else, this process raises natural conflicts – especially in an already over-levered global
economy in which producers, consumers and trade partners must constantly sort the value of
resources, goods, services and assets. The only logical metric to value anything has become
through contemporaneous agreements among bilateral counterparties that this is worth that.
Thus, modern money is satisfying the requirements as units of account and media of exchange,
but not the requirement as a store of future purchasing power. So, it is foolhardy to save money.
Second Chukker: The Pricing Matrix
Investors must consider a more nuanced decision making metric than savers. The true driver of
broad asset prices reduces to: a) the size of the total money stock and, b) its composition (i.e. its
mix of base money and credit currency). (This Chukker is dense but we think insightful.)
There are two planes in the pricing matrix: inflation/deflation and leverage. The growth or
contraction in the nominal quantity of money, in concert with an increasing or decreasing flow
of that money stock (velocity), determines the rate of inflation or deflation, which in turn
determines absolute pricing (i.e., the General Price Level or “GPL”). However, leverage levels
and trends generally determine the relative pricing of assets vis-à-vis goods and services. We
think understanding this relationship is the Holy Grail of secular asset pricing.
The mechanics and consequences are quite clear and logical. For goods and service pricing, an
item has a universal price, say $1.00, €1.32 or ¥88.15, which reflects consensus value. The item
is exchanged in the world and its supply and demand shift along with preferences for it. This
suggests ongoing price equilibrium for the item, higher or lower, based on population growth,
innovation and reflexive availability and preferences. Keeping these variables equal, significant
secular price changes of all goods and services (i.e., the GPL) – what is commonly referred to as
inflation or deflation – must be derived from an exogenous input. That input is the growth rate
of money.
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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Put simply, left to their own economies demand for milk and eggs would rise and fall with
population changes, temporal supply and consumer preferences. The same would be true of
accounting expertise and shipping rates, as well as for digital phone and pharmaceutical
manufacturing. So then why do we expect stock indexes, which are broadly comprised of phone
and drug manufacturers (etc.) to appreciate more than the GPL? What produces the arbitrage
that makes rational people expect low inflation and high financial asset returns?
The answer is leverage in the banking system. As leverage grows, it targets assets for purchase,
not milk and eggs. Consequently, asset prices move first and to a greater magnitude. Over time,
as new credit-currency percolates through the system, holdings of it become smaller and more
diffuse, thereby slowly bidding up non-asset (i.e., goods and service) prices. This GPL inflation
process in turn benefits leveraged asset holders and banks while it is being perpetuated (higher
earnings => expanding multiples => better debt coverage ratios etc.).
As the gap separating levered asset (i.e., financial asset) inflation from GPL inflation widens,
holders of financial assets are able to sell them at favorable rates of exchange vis-à-vis items
they must purchase for consumption in the future, like milk, eggs and BMWs. The leveragers
win...but they have to monetize their levered assets before there is a reversion to the mean.
And that is the key. One of two things will happen if/when the levering process stops: 1) asset
prices will tend to revert to levels that would prevail in the absence of leverage, and therefore
collapse vis-à-vis unlevered goods and services, and/or, 2) central banks will monetize assets to
maintain their artificially-elevated nominal levels and, through the simultaneous forces of delevering the banking system, to maintain an environment that would allow nominal goods and
service prices to rise again. In either instance though, asset prices are prone to contract in
terms of goods and services pricing. When this occurs from natural economics (#1 above), it is
popularly dubbed “deflation.” When it occurs as a result of central bank intervention (#2), it is
referred to as “bad inflation.”
The current environment is a textbook case of central bank intervention to sustain nominal
asset prices in order to maintain the solvency of bank balance sheets. The cost of this
intervention is goods and service inflation. All things un-levered tend to experience greater
rates of price inflation than levered assets. These relative price dynamics should direct the
rational investor to seek ownership of under- or un-levered assets (milk and eggs over levered
assets). Thus, the true driver of relative asset prices is not necessarily inflation or deflation, but
the levering and de-levering process. Leverage drives relative real asset pricing while the
‘flations drive/describe overall nominal pricing with regard to goods and services. High leverage
relates to high relative asset pricing and low leverage, the opposite.
Back Shot – Faulty Perceptions
Financial leverage is not the metric most investors see as the key determinant of relative asset
price performance. As good citizen investors in levered republics we believe it is all more
“economic” than that, as though there is an organic driver of value that defines broad pricing
trends; as though financial asset markets rise or fall based on whether capital is being formed.
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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And so we have back-filled our research with juicy rationalizations that circumvent reality and
that perpetuate market sponsorship. This has led to weird and illogical general perceptions: a
little deflation in any form is bad; a little goods and service price inflation is socially acceptable;
financial asset hyperinflation is always great (!); commodity price inflation is that-which-mustnot-be-named. (Such rationalizations are particularly essential to nations that are net exporters
of currency claims and net importers of stuff.)
The reality is that the process of levering bank system balance sheets is always good for longs
and always bad for shorts (and vice versa for de-levering). Most investors today do not fear GPL
inflation. The money being created is going to bank balance sheets – de-levering them and not
being lent to the public. The lack of this money multiplier in the banking system, many argue, is
holding down price-inflationary pressures for goods and services. So, the thinking goes, while
money creation does technically threaten future price inflation, it cannot occur if it never leaves
bank balance sheets. And to further combat price inflation expectations, central banks, notably
the Fed, have declared they are prepared to withdraw the newly created money from the
banking system were it to become a threat to price stability. This is reasonable, but by the same
token it is the process of de-levering and does not support asset price inflation in real terms.
The current state of play in indebted advanced economies is one of de-levering bank balance
sheets while levering central bank and government balance sheets further. This process is
simultaneously transferring wealth (future purchasing power) to banks from the non-bank
private sector. We would guess this is being broadly tolerated because governments and the
indebted public are more focused on the near term pressures
of servicing their own debts, or perhaps because central banks
are functionally sovereign over governments? 2
As long as central banks have unlimited balance sheet
capacity and unlimited jurisdiction to create reserves in
exchange for bank assets, and as long as bank system solvency
trumps central bank economic mandates (e.g., inflation, employment, etc.), and as long as
politicians insist that central banks do not move to the sidelines thereby creating a Minsky
moment, 3 we may rest easy that there will not be sustained deflation or aggregate system delevering. In the modern financial system the probability of unicorn sightings seems about equal.
Central banks are effectively writing puts on bank balance sheet leverage, which explains clearly
the decline in market volatility and the underlying bid for financial assets. But we think most
investors are not picking up the proper signal. They see low risk in the assets they have grown
comfortable with over the last thirty years but they are missing the moon shot opportunity
once policy makers are successful. (T-minus 10, 9, 8…)
2

Central bank balance sheets are infinite and opaque whereas government balance sheets are transparent and
may be publicly judged. “Let me issue and control a nation’s money and I care not who writes the laws.” Mayer
Amschel Rothschild (1744-1812), founder of the House of Rothschild.
3

Named for Hyman Minsky and coined by Paul McCulley, a Minsky moment “is the economic phenomenon that
occurs when over-indebted investors are forced to sell good assets to pay back their loans, causing sharp declines
in financial markets and jumps in demand for cash.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minsky_moment
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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Third Chukker – Getting Silly
Speaking of monetary abstractionism, there has been recent talk of a fiscal gimmick called “The
Trillion Dollar Coin,” in which a platinum coin valued at $1 trillion would be created by the U.S.
Mint for the Treasury Department. Treasury would then rid itself of its pesky fiscal deficit in one
fell swoop by simply placing the TDC on deposit at the Fed and start writing checks.
The TDC idea is a marvel of political imagination, monetary alchemy, and public ignorance (and
so it seems to have legs!). As with most clever illusions, the TDC is based on sound logical
footing, one in fact we have argued in favor of: asset monetization. But there is a fundamental
difference separating the Fed monetizing Treasury’s gold to devalue the dollar, followed by a
re-pegging of dollars to gold at the higher fixed exchange rate (our idea), and assigning an
arbitrary and absurd off-market value to an asset no one else is allowed to own.
In declaring the coin to be worth $1 trillion, market-based discipline would be summarily
dismissed. In its aftermath, twice or half the amount of global platinum could not be exchanged
in the marketplace for double or half the amount of dollars. (It is reminiscent of the Weimar
Germany scheme to back Papiermarks with agricultural land. Brilliant! Er, but how do its users
exchange the money for the land?) Not only would it be difficult to value extant platinum, it
would be almost impossible to value anything in the world (at least in dollars).
Once the coin were struck, it would become obvious to the global marketplace – producers,
consumers, savers, investors and trade partners – that future global purchasing power would
be left exclusively in the hands of the US Treasury. Should US Dollars still be accepted in trade,
Treasury would be able to simply outbid everyone on the planet for anything and everything.
We suspect the Japanese Ministry of Finance would soon mint a ¥100 trillion pair of chopsticks
and put them on deposit with the BoJ. They could then purchase most if not all of the oil on the
market today for future consumption! We are confident oil exporters would not raise their
prices because they would have the magic chopsticks as collateral. And why wouldn’t all the
world’s treasury ministries simply create priceless flux capacitors and use them to create all the
taxes needed to self-fund their governments? (To do so Ben Bernanke would have to hand over
its proprietary technology – the Fed “has a technology called a printing press…”)
Obviously, the TDC idea is a political ploy with a targeted mission: to rid the US Treasury of its
debt ceiling, which is an increasingly frequent and embarrassing public reminder of government
largesse and ineptitude. Everyone knows government-led de-levering is not a serious threat.
However, the irony of the scheme and its MMT 4/liberal Keynesian promoters could not be
more delicious. The scheme exposes the forty year-old charade, otherwise known as the global
monetary system, better than any mind-exercise we have been able to come up with.

4

MMT, or Modern Money Theory, is espoused by imaginative economists technically proficient in double-entry
bookkeeping and tax codes and deficient in confidence that free marketplaces can provide equitable economies.
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As we considered the plan, Hunter S. Thompson’s observation sprang to mind: “in a world of
thieves, the only final sin is stupidity.” Though the TDC idea would work from an accounting
standpoint, it seems awfully unlikely Americans and the rest of the world would let the US
Treasury enjoy a very visible monopoly on fraudulent monetary accounting.
Fourth Chukker – A Glamour Profession
One group that would certainly not tolerate the Trillion Dollar Coin idea is the global banking
system, which presently enjoys a not-so-visible monopoly on fraudulent monetary accounting.
Banking is the best business in the world because banks are able to lend money they and their
depositors do not have and charge interest to borrowers
for the privilege. If borrowers do not pay, banks may
then take possession of the deadbeats’ property. The
infinite credit that banks are allowed to extend to the
public and to governments is unreserved, yet they insist
their marks put up capital as collateral. Capice?
Banks lent more than they had in reserve in the 1920s
but it did not work out for them in the ‘30s because
central banks were unable to manufacture bank reserves
electronically on their iPads to cover the base money short. Money was inconveniently a claim
on gold at a fixed exchange rate and, even more inconveniently, there was nowhere near
enough gold at the fixed rate to satisfy all claims from nervous depositors. So, bank assets
(loans) deteriorated and banks became insolvent. 5 An accommodation was made in 1971, and
since then there have been no restrictions on bank reserve creation.
While it would be theoretically possible for central banks to allow their fractionally reserved
banking systems to fail, why would they? As they are demonstrating presently, the first priority
of central banks is to protect SIFI banks.
Investors should understand that banks do not care about the purchasing power of the
currencies in which they make loans, just as long as
their assets and liabilities are denominated in the
same currency. (It’s all about the vig spread!) We
should be mindful of this when we consider the
probability of future currency devaluation – banks
would not be harmed. In fact, devaluation would
strengthen the integrity of their loan books (because
nominal prices of the assets securing their loan books
are prone to rise).
5

It would have been technically possible in 1930 when banks began failing for global treasury ministries to devalue
their currencies vis-à-vis gold (to raise fixed-exchange rates), and to create new bank reserves (QE) with which
banks could purchase gold at the higher exchange rates, thereby securing their loan books. In fact, FDR formally
devalued US dollars to gold by 70% in 1933, from $20.67/oz. to $35.00/oz., giving banks some relief (at the
expense of US dollar savers).
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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Fifth Chukker: Political & Social Considerations
The political dimension will not be able to match future income and expenses to bring balance
sheets into balance, not even close. It simply cannot work; not because politicians are selfserving short-termers or because banks will always pursue the best interests of their
shareholders/managers, but because the underlying presumption is all wrong.
The problem is pretty straight forward, as we see it. The purpose of economies is to ration
resources efficiently. => Commerce is the way economies create, manage and distribute
resources. => Finance is the means of funding and facilitating commerce (the proper objective
of finance should be to fund real growth). => Real growth reduces to net capital formation after
the cost of financing it. => Finance produces and relies on inflation and currently more inflation
than capital is being produced. => Real economic activity is falling as a result. => Most people in
advanced economies confuse finance for commerce. => Nominal growth is not the solution to
declining economic activity; de-levering is. => Finance cannot help de-lever economies, only
central bank reserve creation (QE) or debt deflation can. Pick your poison.
Capital formation through credit growth has fallen dramatically over time as economies have
grown and matured, as one would expect, and yet politicians and most economists continue
endorsing nominal economic growth through credit growth as the best way to alleviate current
economic pressures and increase employment levels. This is a political construct, not an
economic one that serves societies’ long-term best interests.
The political dimension, including Keynesian economic advisers across the political spectrum,
continues to perpetuate an intellectual feedback loop keeping banking systems central to their
economies. (Is it any wonder that it is generally perceived across economies that money, per se,
is wealth – rather than as merely an indeterminate claim on resources and purchasing power?)
Financial de-levering of vastly over-levered advanced economies can occur in only two ways: let
systemic debt deteriorate naturally as it is starved of base money with which to service and
repay it (austerity), or cover the vast base money short. Both are in force presently and
generating clear winners (banks) and losers (the public and their governments). It would seem
99.9% of societies would surely find this state of affairs disagreeable were they aware.
The presumption that banking systems have to be the mechanism through which economies
must be funded, with credit being “created” rather than being intermediated, has been almost
absolute, nary a peep among policy makers, academics, politicians and, well, Wall Street.
And today when it comes to fiscal cliffs, debt ceilings, sovereign debt covenants and trade wars,
there really is no political Right or Left and there are no conservative or liberal economists.
There is only widespread gross negligence by those that presumably should know better. If
politicians and political economists want to argue about burden sharing, the proper economic
metric should be creditor vs. debtor, not rich vs. poor.
Some of us may have lost confidence in modern money as a form of savings, but if we are to be
honest with ourselves, we must address the most fundamental of all questions related to
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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money: do most people in the world exchanging resources, goods and services care about
saving their earned excess purchasing power for the future or are they simply content to let
governments and banks determine the value of their labor and the measure of their wealth?
When one thinks about it, this is not really a debate about money or economics. It is about
social values and their political manifestations.
An existential question: is it possible that money and the way societies treat it directly reflects
how we value collective freedom and individual liberty, or is that too much of a binominal
framework? Centrists in modern liberal democracies – self-identifying liberals, moderates and
conservatives – tend to reject the idea that money is associated with human ideals beyond
personal greed and charity. We are taught that money, per se, has no moral component (which
is consistent with the idea that guns do not kill people, people do). Fringe dwellers tend to
dispute such a notion. The policies of the Tea Party on the right and Occupy Wall Street on the
left, for example, tend to link the treatment of money (and guns) to social morality.
A European friend recently suggested to us that madness has taken over American politics. True
that. But it seems more likely that American politics is merely reflecting far greater and deeper
social introspection. Americans seem to be in the process of sorting themselves into groups
with shared social values. Why might
this be? Perhaps it is because our money
no longer allows us to measure our
personal industry? What is my personal
economic value to society when a Nobel
Laureate thinks the effect of proclaiming
a trillion dollar coin would be “benign”?
On the surface, Left and Right fringes
have always seemed bipolar opposites in
terms of their social sensibilities and
views on the optimal role of
government. However, it is obvious that
in the current environment the fringes are infiltrating established parties with which each has
historically been associated and, it seems, finding a hollow core – the parties are long of selfserving ambition and tactical expertise and short of worthwhile principles. In this, the Left and
Right fringes have a lot in common. They share deep disappointment in the efficacy of
government and they are increasingly agitated by their representation in it.
The response of centrist elected leaders has been to revert to what they know: to secure
funding from special interests with deep pockets in return for implicit favors, and then to use
the funds to create a fictional narrative to appeal to the masses. As time goes on the masses
are learning their representatives are providing only basal representation; enough only to keep
them on the team for the next election cycle. The sad reality is that this is actually working for
elected officials and their backers, but at a cost of increasing popular self-worth and identity.
Governments in representative democracies are not providing representation and their policies
resemble nothing close to economic problem solving. Rather, they seem to be the result of
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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consultants’ cost/benefit analyses of political capital expended vs. …what, self-serving
ambition? It may be working now but the political establishment should be very worried.
The rest of us, regardless of our past politics, should be very excited. Like an old married couple
that can no longer talk past each other once the money runs out, competing political parties are
discovering they cannot escape each other as their societies’ real wealth is diminishing. It
seems they are almost to the point where they might have to begin to give a shine about the
people they ostensibly serve. (Look for the reincarnation of Andrew Jackson in 2016 or 2020?)
Final Chukker: The End (of the) Game
Discussions of fiscal cliffs and sovereign bailouts are political constructs that we think have less
to do with secular macroeconomics than most observers believe. At the risk of seeming overly
glib, such events have been inevitable flashpoints that had to emerge. They represent the
decision surrounding debt default: should it be explicit (natural credit deterioration that
demands sudden widespread austerity), or implicit (policy-administered inflation that demands
the loss of perceived wealth)?
The former would demand politicians and policy makers step away and let organic market
forces prevail. Debt would quickly be right-sized through massive defaults, nominal output
levels would drop precipitously and there would be great social expense in the near term. The
latter would maintain irreconcilable debt-to-real output levels at not-so-obvious near-term
social expense in perpetuity until societies implode, their economic production uncompensated
in real terms.
The political decision has been made several times over: do the latter, take a pass and let
central banks de-lever private banks, transferring wealth to them from the public directly via
transfer payments and indirectly, via inflation.
Back Shot
The counter argument to our framing of the issue would be that it would be possible to work
out debt imbalances over time through a prudent mix of output growth, austerity and inflation.
This may be theoretically true, but it is far from likely in that sporadic periods of success would
reflexively create far higher imbalances through increasing interest rates and debt service
obligations. Further, and perhaps more importantly, any inclusion of true austerity would
necessarily include widespread personal bankruptcies and high profile failures of sacrosanct
institutions like governments and banks.
Not everyone agrees. Consider the recent thoughts of Nobel economist and New York Times
columnist Paul Krugman, who seems to believe that people such as QB (we presume) are
unnecessarily hysterical:
“Back in the 1950s three social psychologists joined a cult that was predicting the
imminent end of the world. Their purpose was to observe the cultists’ response
when the world did not, in fact, end on schedule. What they discovered, and
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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described in their classic book, “When Prophecy Fails,” is that the irrefutable failure
of a prophecy does not cause true believers – people who have committed
themselves to a belief both emotionally and by their life choices – to reconsider. On
the contrary, they become even more fervent, and proselytize even harder.” 6
Dr. Krugman goes on to link this irrational sky-is-falling mentality to political conservatives
continually calling for budget deficit reductions out of fear that the markets will force interest
rates higher, which in turn would doom economic growth. As evidence he noted how the more
conservative wing of Keynesian economics, as represented by the Wall Street Journal editorial
page, argued in 2009 that unless budget deficits were brought down bond vigilantes would
force rates higher. Not only did interest rates not increase, Krugman correctly explains, they
actually fell. Krugman went on to note that the Journal argued the exact same point, again
incorrectly, just a year later in 2010. Debt continued to grow, interest rates kept falling, and yet
these conservative austerians remained incredulously resolute. It was time to direct his peeps
to accept their lot in life, intellectual superiority:
“the key thing to understand…is that the prophets of fiscal disaster, no matter how
respectable they may seem, are at this point effectively members of a doomsday
cult. They are emotionally and professionally committed to the belief that fiscal
crisis lurks just around the corner…so we cannot and will not persuade these people
to reconsider their views in light of the evidence. All we can do is stop paying
attention…and it’s time to stop taking them seriously.”
For what it’s worth, we find ourselves agreeing more with Krugman about interest rates and the
powerlessness of bond vigilantes than with the Wall Street Journal editorial page. (Central
banks will always have more money at their disposal than the total amount of bonds
outstanding.) However, we fundamentally disagree with him and other Keynesian economists
(liberal and conservative), who seem to continue to believe in the legitimacy of the Phillips
curve (the trade off of inflation for employment). Empirical data show clearly that increasing
systemic liquidity at leverage levels approaching today’s does not increase real production and
employment. (Public figures should consider this when discussing false prophesying in the face
of contrary evidence.)
Nevertheless, we would agree with Dr. Krugman and other economists that argue in favor of far
more money creation, but probably for different reasons. More and quicker trillion dollar coins
and credit-currency creation would accelerate the demise of the global petro-dollar monetary
system 7 so that it could be replaced more quickly by a more equitable and honest system that
meritoriously benefits the factors of production within both resource-importing and resourceexporting economies. Then, we would suggest the Phillips Curve would work.

6

Paul Krugman; “When Prophecy Fails;” The New York Times; December 24, 2012; p. A21.

7

The petro-dollar global monetary system may be broadly defined as manufacturing and exchanging infinite
amounts of baseless currencies – keystroke electronic credits with a zero marginal cost of production – for scarce
global natural resources.
See Important Disclosures at the end of this report.
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To our self-identifying liberal economist friends, we are struck by the blind spot you seem to
have in helping maintain and promote the current monetary system. The finance-based,
inflation-based model is terribly regressive in that working class labor cannot save their wages
over time in the hope of using them for future consumption, like education or retirement. And
the current flimsy monetary system ensures low wage earners will always have less access to
credit than higher income workers and ensure their wages lag the general rate of inflation. Is
your adherence to this system born of the pride that comes with understanding a political
construct bestowed only upon those with elite educations? Or, maybe you have no blind spot
after all? Perhaps you see notions like trillion dollar coins as Trojan Horses capable of
destroying this insidious system?
We must also respectfully disagree with the platform of most self-identifying conservative
economists who see every economic problem as the result of government intervention and
overly confiscatory tax policies. While the more productive among us do indeed tend to be
employers and the biggest tax payers, there is very little connection in most advanced
economies today linking higher income with those that actually produce capital. Over the last
generation we have become the beneficiaries of leveraging the economy. Emphasizing fiscal
austerity now is selfish, narrow-minded and self-destructive. The bourgeoisie never survives
scorched Earth economic events.
In our humble opinion, the public debate occurring within socially acceptable boundaries seems
more a petty political game, a senseless distraction that has swept up public intellectuals on
both sides of the aisle, like the ancient Roman senate debating bread or circuses.
An honest public conversation would acknowledge the current situation and likely lead to a
consensus to default implicitly through inflation. Blame for past credit policies would be placed
and public arguments would follow as to which segments of society would be winners and
losers. Such a process would no doubt be contentious and messy, yet this is the adult
conversation the public deserves. (Or better yet, maybe SIFI banks, the BIS, the IMF and the
G10 could work it out before the public becomes restless?)
The public financial markets within developed economies are way beyond their tipping points –
in terms of the nominal scale of market capitalizations in relation to potential capital
production of the economies they represent, given demographically-mandated investment
horizons. In 1982, balance sheets across developed economies were leverage-able and financial
assets began a long period of wide promotion and credit
building. Values ultimately could not be supported. Equity
markets crashed in 2000 and credit markets crashed in 2008.
The response by investors was to withdraw from developed
markets and to re-allocate to emerging markets where better
real value was thought to exist. However, investors seem to
be discovering presently that although there may be more
capital growth potential in emerging economies, their public
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financial markets are equally subject to promotion, glamour and fraud. More importantly,
emerging economies do not provide infinitely leverage-able balance sheets. Indeed they
provide no direct leverage at all because their banking systems are also emerging.
US dollar leverage is the basis of relative value across the world. Global leverage is enabled by a
few major central banks, as one would expect in a finance-based US dollar global monetary
system, and most of the visible power in the world further reduces to the purveyor of the coin
of the realm: the Fed.
Goal!
To G7 leadership: it is time to shift the terms of the Monetary Empire before it destroys our
cultures, both externally and from within.
There are no good data points in the modern era where all global economic participants
simultaneously lost faith in a completely unreserved global monetary regime. It would not be in
your best interests to test these logical limits and then have to start the system from scratch.
But the economic sky does not have to fall and property does not have to be transferred if
(when) the current monetary system converts to a more sustainable one. We would all wake up
the next morning in our beds and go to work. All that would change is the numbers we place on
our commerce and property would be far larger, and the amount we owe far smaller in
comparison.
We urge readers, policy makers, political donors and, most importantly, global investors able to
influence all of the above through capital allocation, to force central banks to devalue our
currencies and peg them to sovereign gold, before it is too late. The money spent to date has
yet to be created. Close the gap and let us all get back to work.
Kind regards,
Lee Quaintance & Paul Brodsky
pbrodsky.qbamco.com
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FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
THIS MATERIAL IS NOT AN OFFER TO SELL OR A SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO PURCHASE
SECURITIES OF ANY KIND.
THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS WITHIN THE MEANING OF
THE PRIVATE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995. FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS INVOLVE INHERENT RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES, AND WE MIGHT NOT BE ABLE
TO ACHIEVE THE PREDICTIONS, FORECASTS, PROJECTIONS AND OTHER OUTCOMES WE MAY
DESCRIBE OR IMPLY. A NUMBER OF IMPORTANT FACTORS COULD CAUSE RESULTS TO DIFFER
MATERIALLY FROM THE PLANS, OBJECTIVES, EXPECTATIONS, ESTIMATES AND INTENTIONS
WE EXPRESS IN THESE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. WE DO NOT INTEND TO UPDATE
THESE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS EXCEPT AS MAY BE REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE
LAWS.
NO PART OF THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE REPRODUCED IN ANY WAY WITHOUT THE PRIOR
WRITTEN CONSENT OF QB ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC.
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